
 

                                                                                                    

FAQ : Tender for Dairy Equipments for GIZ-NaWI in 

Afghanistan  PN: 10.2210.2-004.00  Tender Nr. 91053389 

Q.1 Is the Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) of INR 50,000/- to be submitted with 

bids / Proposals? 

A : The bidder has to submit the EMD of INR 50,000/- in the form of Demand Draft in 

favour of GIZ Office, Payable in New Delhi alongwith bid. 

Q.2 Who will issue the Order and release the payments; GIZ Delhi Office, or GIZ 

NaWi AFG? 

A Issuance / signing of Order and all payment obligations will be done from GIZ 

Office, New Delhi only. 

Q.3 What are the payments Terms for this supply? 

A. The payment terms will be as; 

(a)  A maximum of 40% of Contract Value can be paid as an advance against 

Bank Guarantee only, after signing of Purchase Order 

(b)      60% will be paid in within 7 working days after delivery of equipment’s at  

GIZ nominated destination in Delhi or at the GIZ Logistics company in  

Delhi. 

OR 

          100% payment within 5 days after delivery of material at GIZ nominated site. 

Q.4 Does the equipment require hard or Soft packing and which city / country 

the   equipment are to be delivered? 

A The goods have to packed properly in wooden crates and have to delivered in 

the municipal limits of Delhi. The actual address will be mentioned in due course 

of time. 

 



Q.5 Which currency do we quote? INR, AFG, Euro or US $ ?  

A : Please submit your offer in INR only. 

Q.6 Will the freight borne by GIZ? 

A GIZ will bear the freight charges by surface transport only upto Delhi. 

Q.7 Will GIZ provide road permit / excise / transportation forms? 

A. GIZ will not provide any forms including C-form and other road permit / excise / 

transportation. The supplier has to arrange all forms by themselves. 

Q.8 Should the prices include all taxes? 

A. Please quote the taxes separately with rate of taxation and total amount of each 

tax. 

Q.9 Can the format of the Bank Guarantee be modified? 

A. Any modification to the text is subject to prior discussion with and approval by 

GIZ. 

Q.10 Will the advance payment to the extent of 100% of the order value be 

released against Bank Guarantee?  

A. Advance payments are usually not made in GIZ. A maximum of 40% of the order 

value could be released only against an irrevocable Bank Guarantee for 

matching amount. 

11.     Is the tender inquiry only to supply of equipment’s or does it also include  

          Installation + testing and training at Site / GIZ Afghanistan? 

 

A.       The equipment’s are to be installed in Mazar-i-Sharief, Afghanistan. Interested  

Bidders can separately quote for installation + testing and training at Site in 

Afghanistan and payment terms will be negotiated accordingly. 

 

12. Is three way Diversion Valves with SS return piping at outlet of pasteurizer? 

 

A  This should be included with the Item no. 7 in the list 

 

13.  Is two numbers 300 Liters capacity inoculation tanks required?  

A. The tanks are not necessary right now.  



14.  Is cleaning in Place (CIP) system required in BLDU? 

A. CIP System already exist in BLDU with the existing pasteurizer hence do not 

need a Cip system. 

15.      Which is the actual drawing in the two drawings for BLDU? 

A. Kindly refer to drawing number is GTZ-BLDU-01 in Tender Package.  

 

 


